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Abstract The coupling of new medical imaging data, fractional anisotropy and axonal fiber orientation from Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) of 12 healthy patients called the DTI atlas with the Strasbourg University Finite Element Head Model has been done to improve the brain constitutive material law with more efficient improved heterogeneous anisotropic visco-hyperelastic material law. The robustness was investigated by validating the brain behavior in terms of local brain motion data from Hardy’s PMHS experiments. A reasonable agreement is observed between experimental and simulation data for the complex three-dimensional brain motion patterns. This study provides a realistic and feasible method for DTI data incorporation into the brain FE model for the next generation of human head FE modelling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among all the injuries sustained by vulnerable road users, vehicle occupants in road accidents and in sports, traumatic brain injury (TBI) accounts for most of the deaths and permanent disabilities. An estimated 1.7 million people in the US experience TBI annually [1] and almost 2% of the US population is living with TBI related disabilities [2]. In most severe TBI cases, diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is the most common pathology in which dynamic tensile elongation of axonal fibers leads to fiber rupture and axonal degeneration [3-4]. Addressing axon elongation within the brain during head impact can allow a better understanding of the DAI mechanism.

In anticipation of exponential growth in TBI, computational head modeling has proved to be an efficient and very promising tool for both the establishment of head injury criteria and studies on head injury mitigation. Finite element head models (FEHM) are a well known way to describe the intracerebral mechanical behaviour during a head impact [5-6] and hence to develop diffuse axonal injury (DAI) prediction tools. Previous brain models reported in the literature are usually considered as homogeneous and isotropic for simplification reasons [5-10]. Moreover, brain mechanical properties are typically derived from in vitro experiments conducted on post mortem brain samples. These hypotheses were acceptable from a mechanical point of view as long as no advanced in vivo data were available.

Nowadays novel imaging techniques (MRE, DTI) give new insight into brain mechanics than the classical FE computed metrics which may not be adequate to understand the mechanism of axonal impairment and the varying vulnerability of the neurological cells within the brain. Diffuse Tensor Imaging (DTI) is a new MRI technique based on water diffusion in soft tissue and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). This method thus provides information on the orientation of axons and fractional anisotropy by tracking Brownian motion of water molecules in all three dimensions within the brain in a non-invasive manner. Chatelin et al. [11] incorporated the DTI data (both fractional anisotropy and fiber orientation) for the first time into the post processing of numerical results based on reconstruction of well documented motorcycle accident cases and was able to predict the injury locations in accordance with the injury sustained by victims. Wright et al. [12] conducted two-dimensional plane strain FE analysis of the brain for different regions of interest by implementing anisotropy into the constitutive hyperelastic material model for white matter. The result of this study showed the significant influence of inclusion of anisotropy in the FEHM for predicting DAI. Colgan et al. [13] also incorporated anisotropic orientations of axonal fibers into a non-linear elastic material model for a FE brain to predict the mechanical response and effect of anisotropy in case of high rotational TBI. Kraft et al. [14] performed frontal impact FEHM simulations by including DTI data into a hyperelastic brain model and predicted
that the temporal and occipital regions undergo the most axonal strain. However, exclusion of visco-elasticity was a limitation to this study. All these studies point to the importance of the implementation of anisotropy in the FE brain model. The present paper proposes to implement both DTI-based brain heterogeneity and anisotropy into the FEHM and to validate the model.

In order to enhance the biofidelity and accuracy of the FEHM for more realistic injury assessments, the model should be validated under impact conditions by comparing and correlating the simulation results against experimental data. Most of the existing models have been validated against the pressure data of Nahum et al. [15] and Trosseille et al. [16]. However, it is not acceptable to validate FE models for pressure only and then use them for injury prediction [17]. Experimental study of brain strain due to brain deformation and relative motion between the brain and skull during different impact scenarios provides a unique way to validate the FEHM. Motion of the brain relative to the skull occurs during normal activity. However, if the head undergoes an intolerable level of energy by high acceleration during impact, the induced large deformation of neuronal and axonal tissue can lead to severe TBI and long-term disabilities [18]. Very few studies are available that measure the relative motion between brain and skull by conducting low energy impact tests to post mortem human subjects (PMHS) [19-22]. Although, the PMHSs do not predict the DAI, the mechanical response can be determined. Experimental data extraction pertaining to brain displacement, strain and strain rate, skull displacement, acceleration and velocity for FE model validation leads to improvement in the head injury prediction [6].

In the present study the incorporation of fractional anisotropy and axonal fiber orientation from DTI of 12 healthy patients called the DTI atlas with an existing head FEM has been proposed in order to update existing brain mechanical constitutive law. The outcome of this step is an advanced heterogeneous and anisotropic brain FE model which is able to compute local axonal elongation following impact. The brain behavior has been validated in terms of local motion (relative motion between brain and skull) of brain data provided by Hardy et al. [20-21]. This study provides a realistic method to understand the importance of axonal strain as a novel brain injury metric.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Presentation of Finite Element Head Model

In the present study the Strasbourg University Finite Element Head Model (SUFEHM), which is a 50th percentile FE model of the adult human head, developed under Radioss software [7] and transferred to LS-DYNA [23-24], was used as a base model for further improvement. The main anatomical features include the scalp, the brain, the brainstem and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) represented by brick elements and the skull, the face and two membranes (the falx and the tentorium) modeled with shell elements as shown in Table 1.

The total mass of the FE head model is 4.7 kg which is equivalent to the mass of a 50th percentile adult human head and composed of 13208 elements with a continuous mesh including 5320 elements representing the brain. Isotropic, homogeneous and elastic mechanical constitutive material was applied to each of the SUFEHM parts except for the brain. The mechanical properties of all parts of the SUFEHM are reported in Table 1. The mechanical parameters of the material which models the subarachnoid space have been derived from experimental and numerical head modal analysis as reported in Willinger et al. [25]. The visco-elastic material parameters for the brain model were identified from the experimental in vivo data on human brain tissue proposed by Shuck and Advani [26] as well as recent in vivo based values from Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) published by Kruse et al. [27], with the following values: $G_0 = 49 \times 10^3$ Pa, $G_\infty = 1.62 \times 10^4$ Pa, $\beta = 145$ s$^{-1}$. Validation of the SUFEHM against intracranial pressure data from Nahum et al. [15] and Trosseille et al. [16] was proposed by Kang et al. [7], Willinger et al. [28] and Deck et al. [29] under the Radioss code and by Deck and Willinger [23-24] under the LS-DYNA code. This FEHM is used as a base model for the improvement of brain by incorporating DTI data and anisotropic visco-hyperelastic law.

TABLE 1
DETAILED SUFEHM MODEL WITH MECHANICAL PROPERTIES [7]-[23-24]
DTI Data Collection

A DTI Atlas was developed, based on the data acquisition from diffusion tensor images of 12 healthy volunteers on a 1.5-T scanner (Magnetom Vision; Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) using a 60-gradient sequence with two b0 images for 12 controls, with a resolution of 1.7 by 1.7 by 3.5 mm for an image size of 182 by 182 by 218 mm. At present emphasis is given to two parameters obtained from DTI data. The parameters are fractional anisotropy (FA) and the anisotropy vector $\lambda$. FA is the scalar measurement of diffusion anisotropy and the norm of $\lambda$ is FA [30]. Diffusion tensors are estimated with a standard least square algorithm [30] and FA is computed for each patient. Each component of diffusion tensor is registered in the brain mapping DTI template space using sinus cardinal interpolation strategy [31-33] to construct the DTI Atlas. The orientation and shape information of tensor imaging are preserved using the preservation of principal direction reorientation strategy [34]. The Euclidean mean values for diffusion tensor were calculated in all directions maintaining voxel size of 1 by 1 by 1 mm and picture size of 181 by 181 by 217 mm [11].

The FA is obtained from the eigen values $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ of the diffusion tensor as expressed in Eq. 1 [30]. A FA value of zero means the corresponding voxel is perfectly isotropic and there is no densely packed axon bundle oriented in one principal axis to contribute to the voxel stiffness. A FA value of 1 corresponds to a totally anisotropic voxel, with all the axons (axon bundle) included in the voxel oriented along that direction. The anisotropy vector indicating the main axon-bundle orientation for the voxel volume corresponds to the eigen vector associated with the diffusion tensor maximal eigen value.

$$FA = \left(3\left(\lambda_1 - \langle \lambda \rangle\right)^2 + \left(\lambda_2 - \langle \lambda \rangle\right)^2 + \left(\lambda_3 - \langle \lambda \rangle\right)^2\right) / \left(\sqrt{2\left(\lambda_1^2 + \lambda_2^2 + \lambda_3^2\right)}\right)$$

Where $\langle \lambda \rangle = (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3)/3$  

The DTI template for FA and axonal fiber orientation obtained from the above methodology is shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2.
Integration of DTI Data into FE Brain Model

The correspondence between DTI data gathered from the DTI Atlas and the brain FEM involves a fitting between imaging and numerical external geometries. This was performed using rigid transformations, i.e. only rotation and translation, with a linear scaling of all the nodes from the SUFEHM. The finite element outlines fitted to the DTI mask were based on the DTI Atlas (twelve patients) as shown in Fig 3. The correspondence between DTI voxels and the FEM was performed using the Matlab 7.4 software (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

The voxel selection for each element encountered the discrepancy in size of voxel (regular pan parallel meshing of 1mm by 1mm by 1 mm) and element size of SUFEHM which have different local orientation and size range of 1.14 to 7.73 mm. To resolve this difference, the voxels were included into the smallest parallelepiped lined with regular DTI meshing and the finite element selected for each element was incorporated as shown in Fig 4. For each finite element two parameters were investigated for each selected DTI voxel; one is FA obtained by Eq. 1 and the other one is anisotropy vector $\hat{\mathbf{l}}$. Considering the mean values of all selected voxels the
diffusion parameters were calculated for each element.

To reinforce the influence of diffusion parameters close to the centre of each element, parameters were weighted by accounting for the distance \( D \) between the centre of the element and the centre of the voxel. The half length of the element diagonal is noted as \( L_e \). The weighting is illustrated in Fig 5. The greater the distance of the voxel from the centre of the element, the lower its weight for mean parameters calculation is.

Anisotropy coefficients are expressed in terms of mean weighted anisotropy vector \( \langle \hat{I} \rangle_{el} \) and Fractional Anisotropy \( \langle FA \rangle_{el} \) as expressed in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3.

\[
\langle \hat{I} \rangle_{el} = \left( \frac{\sum N i e^{-D_i/L_e}}{\sum e^{-D_i/L_e}} \right)
\]

\[
\langle FA \rangle_{el} = \left( \frac{\sum N_i FA e^{-D_i/L_e}}{\sum e^{-D_i/L_e}} \right)
\]

Where \( N \) is the number of selected voxels for the considered finite element.

Anisotropic Visco-Hyperelastic Brain Material Model

In the present approach it was proposed to apply an anisotropic visco-hyperelastic constitutive material model to the brain, based on the research published by Weiss et al. [35] and Puso and Weiss [36], who aimed at including collagen fibers in human tendon models. As proposed by Puso and Weiss [36], the strain energy function for soft tissue material has three terms as described in Eq 4.

\[
W = W_{Matrix}^d \left( \hat{I}_1, \hat{I}_2 \right) + W_{Fibers}^d \left( \hat{I}_4 \right) + W^\nu (I_3)
\]

where \( W_{Matrix}^d \) and \( W_{Fibers}^d \) are the matrix and fiber distortional energies respectively. \( I_1, I_2, I_3\) and \( I_4 \) are the invariants of right Cauchy-Green deformation. \( W^\nu \) represents volumetric changes and depends on compressibility of material. In the case of perfect compressibility assumption the volumetric energy is considered negligible. To incorporate nonlinearity, Mooney-Rivlin material is proposed for the matrix as defined by Eq 5. where \( C_{10} \) and \( C_{01} \) are two model coefficients for Mooney-Rivlin material.

\[
W_{Matrix}^d \left( \hat{I}_1, \hat{I}_2 \right) = C_{10} (\hat{I}_1 - 3) + C_{01} (\hat{I}_2 - 3)
\]

The strain energy for fiber was defined in Eq 6. where \( C_3 \) and \( C_4 \) are constant parameters of the model depending on the mechanical properties and density of axonal fibers.
Viscosity plays a significant role in the response of brain matter to quasi-static loading as well as impact scenarios due to high strain rate sensitivity [37]. The viscoelastic behavior is described by Eq 7 by considering the time-dependent second Piola-Kirchhoff stress \( S(C,t) \), as proposed by Fung [38].

\[
S(C,t) = S'(C) + S''(C,t)
\]

\( S'(C) \) is the equilibrium stress representing the long term elastic material behavior. Rate effects are taken into account through linear viscoelasticity via a convolution integral representation, as indicated in Eq 8.

\[
S''(C,t) = \int_0^t 2G(t-s) \frac{\partial W}{\partial C(s)} ds
\]

\( G(t-s) \) is the reduced relaxation function that has been combined with \( n \)-order Prony series, as expressed in Eq 9.

\[
G(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i e^{-t/T_i}
\]

\( S_i \) and \( T_i \) are shearing relaxation moduli and decay constants respectively, which characterize strain rate sensibility of the model.

The parameter identification for the anisotropic visco-hyperelastic law is based on various in vivo and in vitro experimental data reported in the literature [39]. In the present study all the parameters were identified by Chatelin et al.[40] and reported in Table 2. The Mooney-Rivlin parameters \( C_{10} \) and \( C_{02} \) were identified by downhill simplex method from in vivo MRE test data performed by Kruse et al. [27] and also taking into account the stiffening of brain tissue between 50 and 60% stretch in compression at low as well as at high strain rate values [37, 41-42]. The viscosity parameters \( S_i \) and \( T_i \) were identified from experimental relaxation data in shearing dynamic mechanical analysis by Shuck and Advani [26]. The resulting relaxation modulus versus time curve is scaled to 13.6 kPa [27] to ensure continuity between the viscoelastic (linear) and hyperelastic (nonlinear) models. In the current study, the brain fibers are taken as hyperelastic material due to lack of experimental data for the viscous nature of the brain fiber. This anisotropic visco-hyperelastic material model is validated against experimental tests conducted by Estes and McElhaney [43] and the parameter identification and validation were published in Chatelin et al. [40]. The parameters were implemented in *MAT_092_SOFT_TISSUE_VISCO material model under LS-DYNA® platform to conduct impact simulations. Anisotropy vector \( l_0 \) is defined for each element in a local frame and defined for axis A (coordinates Ax, Ay and Az in FEM global frame) and B (coordinates Bx, By and Bz in FEM global frame).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*<em>PARAMETERS VALUES FOR <em>MAT_092_SOFT_TISSUE_VISCO MATERIAL IMPLEMENTED FOR BRAIN TISSUE SAMPLE UNDER LS-DYNA® SOFTWARE [40]</em></em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LS-DYNA Parameters</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_1 ) and ( S_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_1 ) and ( T_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experimental Brain Strain Data for FE Brain Validation**

The experimental data published by Hardy [20-21] were taken into account in which the principal focus of experiments was the measurement of relative brain motion with respect to the skull and between different regions of the brain. The local brain motion was measured by tracking neutral-density targets (NDTs) by using a
high-speed biplanar x-ray system during different impact conditions. These targets were designed to occupy a minimal volume (density was 1.05 gm/ml or below) and to move with the brain without lacerating the brain during the impact. The NDTs are implanted in two vertical columns located in the occipitoparietal and temporoparietal regions in Hardy et al. [20] and in a cluster further from the centre of gravity (CG) of the head (than former) in Hardy et al. [21]. From all the experiments conducted by Hardy, 11 tests are taken into account to analyze the brain behavior. In order to reproduce numerically the experimental impact motion of the head and to calculate the relative displacement of the brain, the SUFEHM with new constitutive law for the brain is used under LS-DYNA®. The anisotropic brain SUFEHM model is illustrated in Fig 6. Those nodes of the FEHM situated at the nearest location to the location of NDTs are taken into account to investigate the brain response. The skull was modeled as rigid in the present study. The head kinematics (all six degrees of freedom) coming from experimental data (Fig 7) were applied to the local co-ordinate system attached to the CG of the head model. The simulations for 11 tests were conducted and the relative displacement data of selected nodes were compared with experimental NDT displacement.

![Fig. 6. Heterogeneous and anisotropic brain model](image)

![Fig. 7. Experimental data used as input during simulation](image)

### III. RESULTS

**Integration of DTI Data into FE Brain Model**

From the coupling of brain meshing from SUFEHM, DTI data (Fractional anisotropy and anisotropy vector) from the DTI Atlas and the new anisotropic visco-hyperelastic constitutive law, an advanced heterogeneous and anisotropic SUFEHM brain model was obtained, as illustrated in Fig 8 from three different views (sagittal, coronal and frontal). Anisotropy vectors are shown in red for transverse direction, green for antero-posterior direction and blue for vertical direction. For each of the 5320 SUFEHM brain elements, the same material law with different anisotropy vector and FA parameters was implemented. The FA and anisotropy vector for each element were calculated using Eqs 2 and 3 by taking into account the exponential weighting function applied to the selected voxels. Finally, the FAs were incorporated in Eq 6 and then implemented to each element of the SUFEHM brain model by using *MAT_092_SOFT_TISSUE_VISCO* material model under LS-DYNA® platform. This protocol facilitated a proposed anisotropic visco-hyperelastic brain model.
Anisotropic Brain Model Validation against Experimental Brain Strain Data

A total of 11 simulations from Hardy’s experiments were reproduced with the anisotropic brain model and from which two simulation results with id C755-T2 [20] and C288-T1 [21] are represented in this study. The results of simulation for the relative displacement of five NDT locations in the X and Z direction for the occipital impact test C755-T2 and its comparison with experimental data are illustrated in Fig 9 and Fig 10 respectively. The motion pattern of the NDTs is typically characterized by a maxima and minima between 20-40 ms and after that the motion pattern decays reaching a value of zero.

The displacement time histories for NDTs located at the temporoparietal and occipitoparietal regions are shown by the plots in the top and bottom part of both Fig 9 and Fig 10 respectively.

All the plots were quantified by calculating average discrepancy in maxima and minima of plots between the simulations and experimental data. The minima and maxima for motion of NDTs in the X direction were underestimated by an average of 18 percent and an average of 11.5 percent in the Z direction considering the results up to 40ms. Hence, the average difference in the prediction of the brain relative motion at NDT location is 14.75 percent along both directions. In both X and Z direction motion prediction, the average discrepancy in minima prediction is less than the maxima prediction. The root mean square error between the experiment and simulation result was calculated for all the NDTs and the average root mean square error is 0.81 for test C755-T2.
Fig. 10. Experimental and numerical displacement time histories comparison for NDT location in Z direction for test C755-T2.

For the test with test id C288-T1 [21], the simulation reproduced an aligned occipital impact. The comparison of experimental and numerical results for brain relative motion is shown in Fig 11. These plots include motion data for only two NDT locations due to lack of availability of data in the literature. However, a complete comparison of data is shown in Fig 12.

The maxima of NDT 4 and 11 were overestimated by 6 percent, but the minimum of NDT 4 was underestimated by 2.5 percent in motion along the X direction. For motion along the Z direction, the average discrepancy in minima and maxima was 4 percent considering both NDTs. The root mean square error between the experiment and simulation results was calculated for all the NDTs and the average root mean square error was 0.42 for test C288-T1. The left side of Fig 12 represents the experimental data and the right side of Fig 12 represents the simulation data. The arrows point to the direction of impact in both cases. Each trajectory is numbered according to the NDTs implanted in the PMHS head test. Similar local brain motion in a “butterfly” pattern is also observed in this case. The motion pattern for impact in the median, coronal and horizontal planes shows similarities.
The objective of this study was to incorporate medical imaging (DTI) data from the DTI Atlas into an existing human FE head model and was accomplished by enhancing the existing brain model with anisotropic heterogeneous visco-hyperelastic brain constitutive law. The brain behavior was validated in terms of local motion of the brain relative to the skull, and a reasonable agreement between the experimental and numerical simulation results was obtained for Hardy’s experiments [20-21]. As reported in the literature, very few authors have validated the FE head model against Hardy’s [20] experiments [8-10] and there is no depiction of validation against Hardy et al. [21]. In the present study, it was found to be realistic to reproduce both magnitude and overall shape of complex three-dimensional localized brain tissue motions for impacts in multiple directions (frontal, occipital, lateral) and different planes (sagittal, coronal). The current results are better predicted than [9] by taking into account the average discrepancy in maxima and minima, which is 45% in Kleiven et al. [9] and less in the current study. The average discrepancy (percentage of underestimation of peak) in predicting the peak results may be due to the fact that the PMHS brain material properties are less stiff [39] than the in vivo brain material properties as reported by Chatelin et al. [40]. In addition, it is observed that for the same amount of energy input to the impact experiments, there is less amplitude obtained for the motion pattern of NDTs in Hardy [21] than Hardy [20], which indicates the complexity and difficulties in conducting good experiments.

The limitations of this study include the selection of the nearest node to the location of NDTs to get the brain motion in simulations. To address this issue, the adjacent nodes to the node chosen to represent the NDT were tracked and the relative displacement time histories were compared to the representative node relative displacement time history as shown for one NDT (a1x located at tempoparietal region) for the test C755-T2 in Fig. 13. This comparison was performed for all the target NDTs and the corridor for the adjacent nodes data lies below +/- 5%, which plays a minimal role in affecting the average discrepancy calculation.

Also difficulties arose with voxel selection for the finite element. When there is no or not enough DTI voxels of the brain considered to be significant, this creates uncertainty concerning the rigid transformation in scaling the FE model on DTI brain shape data. However, it was found that only 6 elements (0.11 % of the elements) selected individually less than 100 DTI voxels. These were located close to the membranes and were relatively thin elements. This aspect contributed to validate the morphological rigid adaptation between DTI and FEM geometry without taking non-rigid transformation into account. On the other hand, the high numbers of selected voxels per element led to the necessity of weighting diffusion parameters of the selected voxels as a function of their distance from the centre of the element. This was done in order to decrease the influence of diffusion parameters related to the voxels close to the edges of the element. Since DAI appears in the most anisotropic parts of the brain, it would not affect the efficiency of the method for DAI prediction. Another consequence of applying such a voxel mean diffusion parameters calculation is the smoothing of diffusion parameters values between elements [11]. The data resolutions achievable with current state of the art DTI are still insufficient to access meshing at the axon size for the whole brain. Nevertheless, only the mean diffusion

---

**IV. DISCUSSION**

![Fig 12 - Brain motion pattern for two NDT clusters for an aligned occipital impact test C288-T1. (Left: experimental results and right: numerical results)](image-url)
parameters seem to be satisfactory in obtaining a realistic orientation and an anatomical anisotropy degree for each of the finite elements. Even if an original methodology has been set in the context of the present study, other head FE models would gain anisotropy description by refined meshing.

In this study, the constitutive material law incorporated into the brain FE model is based on the research as reported in the literature [35-36]. This model also assumed that the brain fibers (axon bundles) have the same kind of influence on brain tissue as collagen fibers have on mechanical behavior of ligaments. To investigate the effect of the DTI parameters (FA and axonal fiber orientation), simulations were conducted with a brain FE model by implementing zero for FA value in Eq.6. The comparison of results between brain FE model with and without FA values are shown in Fig 14 for one NDT (a1 located at the temporoparietal region) for the C755-T2 test. The direction of fiber orientation was mostly along the Y direction as implemented from the DTI Atlas. When there is FA, with the influence of the fiber, stiffening the motion along Y is restricted as shown in comparison to other directions of motion. However, when there is no influence of fiber, due to the resultant force along Y there is more displacement (a factor of 2 approximately) along the Y direction compared to the other two directions. In the latter case the displacement increment along Y and the decrement along other directions are proportional which is in accordance with the property of an incompressible material. It is clear from Fig 14 that the inclusion of DTI parameters (anisotropy) in the brain FE model has significant influence in predicting the local motion of brain tissue and also increase the confidence in this methodology and new brain FE model.

![Fig. 13. Relative displacement time history comparison between representative node and adjacent nodes.](image1)

![Fig. 14. Comparison of displacement time history for simulation with FA and without FA for test C755-T2 for NDT a1 in X, Y and Z direction. (No experimental data available for Y motion)](image2)

V. CONCLUSIONS

New medical imaging data, fractional anisotropy and axonal orientation data from 12 healthy patients (the DTI Atlas) are incorporated into an existing brain model. The robustness of the methodology by adding new anisotropic visco-hyperelastic material law for the brain is illustrated by validating the brain behavior in terms of local brain motion with PMHS experimental data. The complex 3D brain motion patterns are reasonably reproduced for comparison with experiments and the average discrepancy (percentage of underestimation of peak) in predicting the peak results shows that the post mortem brain material properties are less stiff than the in vivo brain material considered for the brain model. The benefits of implementation of new non-invasive in vivo medical data for head injury prediction are underscored. The results of the simulation strongly support the idea of structural anisotropy having a great influence on brain response and the feasibility of implementing DTI data in a realistic way.
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